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Development of BDNF/NGF/IKVAV Peptide Modified and
Gold Nanoparticle Conductive PCL/PLGA Nerve Guidance
Conduit for Regeneration of the Rat Spinal Cord Injury

Ilyas Ozcicek,* Nese Aysit, Zeynep Balcikanli, Nilufer Ulas Ayturk, Asel Aydeger,
Gulsena Baydas, Mehmet Serif Aydin, Esra Altintas, and Umit Can Erim

Spinal cord injuries are very common worldwide, leading to permanent nerve
function loss with devastating effects in the affected patients. The challenges
and inadequate results in the current clinical treatments are leading scientists
to innovative neural regenerative research. Advances in nanoscience and
neural tissue engineering have opened new avenues for spinal cord injury
(SCI) treatment. In order for designed nerve guidance conduit (NGC) to be
functionally useful, it must have ideal scaffold properties and topographic
features that promote the linear orientation of damaged axons. In this study, it
is aimed to develop channeled polycaprolactone
(PCL)/Poly-D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) hybrid film scaffolds, modify
their surfaces by IKVAV pentapeptide/gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) or
polypyrrole (PPy) and investigate the behavior of motor neurons on the
designed scaffold surfaces in vitro under static/bioreactor conditions. Their
potential to promote neural regeneration after implantation into the rat SCI by
shaping the film scaffolds modified with neural factors into a tubular form is
also examined. It is shown that channeled groups decorated with AuNPs
highly promote neurite orientation under bioreactor conditions and also the
developed optimal NGC (PCL/PLGA G1-IKVAV/BDNF/NGF-AuNP50) highly
regenerates SCI. The results indicate that the designed scaffold can be an
ideal candidate for spinal cord regeneration.
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1. Introduction

Spinal cord injuries (SCI), which are quite
common in the society have serious effects
on the life quality, social and economic con-
ditions of the patients. Global prevalence
of SC damages has increased from 236 to
1298 cases (per million population) over the
past 30 years. The estimated global rate of
SCI is in the range of 250 000 to 500 000
each year, and current clinical treatment
approaches are very limited.[1,2] Although
there is a great regeneration capacity for pe-
ripheral nervous system (PNS) injuries, the
neural regeneration potential is very lim-
ited for central nervous system (CNS) dam-
ages due to inhibitory environment of the
CNS and functional recovery is extremely
difficult.[3,4] Cystic glial scar tissue that de-
velops as a result of neural damage con-
stitute an important physical and chemical
barrier for functional nerve regeneration.[5]

Damaged neurons must survive and cellu-
lar axons must extend along linear lines in
parallel for a functional nerve repair. In ad-
dition, there is a big need for myelination
and regeneration of functional synapses.[3]

Autografts are still preferred as a gold standard in the nerve
treatments. Autografts are taken from the less functional nerve
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parts of the person and placed on the injured area; However, it re-
quires a second surgical procedure and the limited length of the
nerve removed is another problem. The clinical functional gain in
the autologous grafts is ≈80%, and this rate is considerably lower,
especially in the long defects.[6–9] Allografts taken from cadavers
are an alternative approach. Although it is an advantage that it
can be taken from where it is needed and at the desired length,
it requires a long treatment period of 18 months to suppress the
immune response. Allografts also have some disadvantages such
as the risk of secondary infection and tumor development.[10–12]

The current clinical treatment of SCI is high-dose methylpred-
nisolone (MP) combined with surgical methods. MP is a type of
glucocorticoid and acts through various mechanisms such as in-
hibition of lipid peroxidation and prevention of inflammation by
reducing cytokine release. MP is only effective if given within the
first eight hours following injury, after which it may causes more
harm than good, additionally it is a treatment with highly unde-
sirable side effects. Systemic drug delivery also faces many chal-
lenges, such as renal clearance, limited drug circulation time, and
drug degradation.[13,14]

In the field of nerve tissue engineering, intensive work is be-
ing done to develop alternative nerve guidance channels with
the new techniques offered by nanotechnology and materials sci-
ence; However, an ideal neural tissue scaffold that can mimic
the natural extracellular matrix (ECM) has an intraluminal chan-
neled structure, appropriate micro/nano patterning, and also can
support and guide neural cells which has not yet been fully
developed.[15] Biomaterials used in the treatment of nerve in-
juries with tissue engineering approaches can be synthetic, nat-
ural, or hybrid structures obtained by mixing both in certain
proportions.[16] The biggest advantage of natural polymers is that
they can better mimic the ECM environment and interact better
with cells. On the other hand, the mechanical properties of syn-
thetic polymers can be controlled better. In addition, synthetic
polymers have other important advantages such as hydrophilic-
ity, biodegradability, elasticity, mechanical strength.[17] The bio-
compatibility of an ideal scaffold is an extremely important issue,
which promotes cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation.[18]

It is known that topographic features have a positive contribu-
tion to axonal orientation and the physical guidance provided
to the axons is critical for nerve repair.[3] Neural cells have a
highly polarized shape, with the cell body at one end and the
axon at the other end. A significant axonal orientation must be
achieved for functional nerve regeneration. Topographic patterns
created on the biomaterial surfaces in various shapes (such as mi-
cro/nano fibers, grooves, filaments, strips, pillars, conduits) pro-
mote the orientation of axons by providing contact guidance.[19,20]

Axonal orientation is a result of the rearrangements of micro-
tubules and actin proteins within the growth cone of the ax-
ons following the adhesion of neural cells to the biomaterial
surface.[21] Neural cells require aligned micro/nanostructures to
perform signal transduction functions. Controlled topographies
created on the designed scaffold surfaces direct the growth of
dendrites and axons for signal transmission. Many techniques
such as electrospinning, photolithography, laser-induced pattern-
ing, electron beam lithography, bioprinting, magnetic orienta-
tion, and isoelectric focusing are used to create topographies
that will induce axonal growth on biomaterial surfaces;[22–28]

Thus, topographic patterns in the neural scaffolds to be de-

signed are very important to ensure effective neural regenera-
tion.

Polycaprolactone (PCL) is a biodegradable, biocompatible, low-
cost, non-toxic, elastic, mechanically strong and slow-degrading
FDA approved polymer.[29] PCL has an adjustable degradation ki-
netics and mechanical property, and it can be easily shaped.[30,31]

In the literature, a wide range of neural cell types (DRG primary
sensory neurons, Schwann cells and primary cortical neurons,
PC12 cells, C17.2 neural stem cells and embryonic stem cells)
have been studied using PCL-based micro/nano fibers obtained
by electrospinning technique. In particular, aligned micro/nano
fibers used in the literature studies have been shown to sup-
port axon/neurite development along the parallel lines, and PCL
has been shown to be highly biocompatible for various neural
cells.[32–44]

Polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), one of the most preferred
biodegradable synthetic polymers in tissue engineering applica-
tions, is a copolymer of polylactic acid (PLA) and polyglycolic
acid (PGA).[45] PLGA, an FDA-approved biodegradable polymer,
has superior mechanical properties and non-toxic degradation
products.[46] Despite the popularity and widespread use of PLGA
in the area of tissue engineering, its applications in the neural tis-
sue engineering field are limited and still not at the desired level.
In the literature, PLGA-based scaffolds with various properties
were shown in some studies to investigate neural cell responses.
In these studies, it has been shown that narrower channeled bio-
materials promoted neurite elongation/orientation, and aligned
fibrous scaffolds increased axonal guidance and neural cell
differentiation.[47–51] In a study, it was shown that surface topog-
raphy is an important parameter for cell differentiation and ex-
cessive surface roughness inhibits cell differentiation, as a result
of glia/neuron co-culture on the micro/nano-patterned Si sur-
faces with laser irradiation in PLGA material.[52] In another study,
antioxidant salidroside molecule was used together with PLGA
as a neural biomaterial. It has been shown that the designed
scaffold supports Schwann cell proliferation/development, and
also greatly promotes neural regeneration as a result of its com-
bined use in the sciatic nerve damage.[53] There are several stud-
ies in the literature where PLGA is used together with various
conductive materials (such as electroactive FeCl3 doped poly-3-
hexylthiophene, C-nanotube, graphene, gold/chitosan nanoparti-
cle) within the scope of neural tissue engineering. In these stud-
ies, the behaviors of various neural cells were examined on the
designed conductive PLGA biomaterials, and it was shown that
the cell adhesion, proliferation, development, differentiation, and
neurite extension increased significantly.[54–57]

Neurotrophic factors are the biomolecules that have very im-
portant roles in the survival, migration, development, differentia-
tion of different neural cells, and therefore in nerve regeneration.
They have also critical roles in establishing synaptic connections
between neurons and regulating neural signal transmission.[58]

These molecules which provide growth, differentiation, and cell
adhesion, can be covalently attached to the biomaterial surfaces,
as well as easily bonded by physical interactions.[59] Numerous
studies have shown that neural growth factor (NGF) supports
the survival of neurons and promotes nerve regeneration; Also,
NGF molecule promotes the differentiation of neural stem cells
into mature neuronal phenotypes. In addition, NGF affects the
migration of oligodendrocytes in the CNS and promotes neurite
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Table 1. Main characteristic properties of synthesized AuNP groups.

Groups Hydrodynamic
diameter [nm]

Polydispersity index UV–Visible peak
[nm]

Zeta potential [mV]

AuNP20 20.66 ± 0.15 0.16 521 −51.72

AuNP50 50.83 ± 0.18 0.082 536 −29.36

elongation.[60,61] Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) has
been the best characterized neurotrophic factor for neuronal via-
bility, differentiation, survival, and synaptogenesis until today. It
is known that BDNF has a very short half-life (≈30 min.) follow-
ing systemic injection; Therefore, it is critical that BDNF must
be found in the injured area in sufficient time and concentra-
tion for a functionally adequate neural regeneration.[62,63] Extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) biomolecules are frequently preferred to
promote cellular adhesion and development.[34,64] Peptide mo-
tif sequences derived from these proteins have also well stud-
ied in the recent years. The advantageous aspects of peptide
motif molecules are that high stability, interact directly with
cell surface receptors, and take up less space on the biomate-
rial surfaces.[65,66] This allows for additional modifications on
the scaffold surfaces. RGD, YIGSR, IKVAV (Ile-Lys-Val-ala-Val)
are the most commonly used peptide motif sequences; While
RGD molecule is fibronectin-derived, the other ones are laminin-
derived molecules.[67] The IKVAV sequence was shown to pro-
mote neural cell adhesion, migration, and neurite elongation
when used with various biomaterials.[68–72]

Since neural cells are responsible for electrochemical sig-
nal transmission, the conductive modifications on the designed
biomaterial surfaces can promote neuronal development and
differentiation. In addition to conductive polymers that have
been used for many years, decoration of scaffold surfaces with
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) has recently aroused great interest.
AuNPs are metallic nanoparticles with highly superior physic-
ochemical properties.[73] Based on all these literature data, we
aimed to develop channeled PCL/PLGA hybrid scaffolds, mod-
ify their surfaces by IKVAV pentapeptide/AuNPs or polypyrrole
(PPy) and investigate the behavior of motor neurons on the de-
signed scaffold surfaces in vitro under static/bioreactor condi-
tions. In the in vivo phase of the study, we aimed to investigate the
effects of microtopography with ideal channel width, neural fac-
tors (BDNF/NGF), and different conductivity approaches (AuNPs
or PPy) on the rat spinal cord regeneration. For this purpose, we
implanted the designed tubular nerve guidance conduits into the
hemisectional spinal cord injury region (T9-T10) of the SD rats
and we evaluated the potential of the implant materials to support
neural regeneration. Thus, the neural scaffold with the most ideal
properties was determined according to the in vitro and in vivo
analysis results we obtained.

2. Results

2.1. Characterization of the Prepared PCL/PLGA Film Scaffolds

The main characteristic properties of the synthesized AuNPs
were given in Table 1.

The seed AuNP20 were synthesized by modified Turkevich
method and then used for synthesis of medium-sized AuNP50 by

seeding-growth method. The increase in the size of the AuNPs
was confirmed by DLS measurements. It was also confirmed
that highly monodisperse nanoparticles were obtained consider-
ing the PDI values. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak wave-
length changes occurred in the AuNP groups depending on the
size. Since all the synthesized AuNPs were citrate-stabilized, their
zeta potentials were measured as negative values.

In our previous study, we demonstrated the effect of
micro/nano-channeled PCL/PLGA film scaffolds on neuronal
differentiation in vitro using the neural stem/progenitor cells.[73]

The PCL/PLGA (10:1, v/v) volumetric polymer ratio was eval-
uated as the suitable group because it had an ideal structure
in terms of both flexibility and mechanical strength; Addition-
ally, both polymers are FDA-approved biodegradable biomateri-
als, and our previous study showed that the degradation profile
was suitable for potential neural tissue engineering applications.
It was shown that surface modification with IKVAV-pentapeptide
and AuNPs made the scaffold surface significantly hydrophilic
by reducing the liquid contact angle value.[73] PCL/PLGA (10:1,
v/v) film scaffolds produced by spin coating technique with dif-
ferent surface topographies (S and G) and surface modifica-
tions (non-conductive and AuNP50 coated) were shown in Figure
1(A–H). The designed film scaffolds were in the dimensions of
1 × 0.5 × 1, 1 × 5 × 1, 1 × 10 × 1 (ridge × groove × height,
μm). We have successfully fabricated PCL/PLGA micro/nano-
channeled film scaffolds with the planned topographical features
using the Si-wafers we produced with the electron beam lithog-
raphy technique (Figure 1A–D). The AuNPs generally showed a
homogeneous distribution on all the PCL/PLGA film surfaces
(Figure 1E–H). The thickness of the PCL/PLGA films was mea-
sured as ≈125 microns based on cross-sectional SEM characteri-
zation.

FTIR analysis was performed on various films with smooth
and fine surfaces in order to detect the functional groups
(Figure 1I). The FTIR spectrum demonstrated characteristic and
high transmittance peaks at 1721 cm−1 that belongs to the con-
jugated ester group in PCL and at 1746 cm−1 that belongs to
the free ester group in the PLGA structure.[74,75] The bands that
represent symmetrical and asymmetrical –CH2 stretching vibra-
tions of PCL were observed at 2944 cm−1 and 2864 cm−1. In ad-
dition, –C = O group stretching vibration of the ester bond was
detected at 1720 cm−1. The asymmetric stretching vibration band
was detected at 1240 cm−1, whereas the symmetrical stretching
vibration band was observed at 1160 cm−1. These findings are in
accordance with the previous studies.[75] The FTIR spectrum of
PLGA showed that the small transmittance band at 3450 cm−1

represented –OH stretching vibration and found at the end of
the polymer. The C = O stretching vibration peak was detected at
1747 cm−1, while the 1082 cm−1 C–O stretching vibration peak
represented the primary alcohol group. On the other hand, the
stretching vibration band of the ether group was observed at
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Figure 1. SEM images and FTIR spectra of the designed PCL/PLGA film scaffolds. A) SEM image of the smooth surfaced PCL/PLGA S film scaffold.
B–D) Relative SEM images of micro/nano-channeled PCL/PLGA G film scaffolds (500 nm, 1 μm and 5 μm groove widths, respectively). E) SEM image
of the smooth surfaced PCL/PLGA S film scaffold decorated with AuNP50. F–H) Relative SEM images of micro/nano-channeled PCL/PLGA film scaffold
surfaces decorated with AuNP50 (500 nm, 1 μm and 5 μm groove widths, respectively). I) FTIR spectra of the designed film scaffolds with various surface
chemistries.

1180 cm−1.[76,77] The findings revealed that the FTIR spectrum
of the PCL/PLGA (10:1, v/v) was not significantly different since
the PCL content in the mixture was higher and the functional
groups of PCL and PLGA resembled. The existence of PLGA in
the PCL/PLGA mixture was supported by the = C–H stretching
peak located at 867 cm−1.[76] The results demonstrated that the
peaks of the mixture did not shift and all peaks were available
when correlated with individual polymers. This finding showed
that the PCL/PLGA mixture did not cause changes in functional
groups since it was not newly formed. The coating the surface
with AuNPs did not alter typical polymer peaks, which points

out that the polymer did not react with Au. In contrast, down-
ward shifts were observed in case of Au surface decorations. The
distinctive polypyrrole ring yielded C–N stretching vibrations lo-
cated at 1554 cm−1, which was observed by the FTIR analysis of
PPy coated polymer;[78] Furthermore, the stretching vibration of
the N–H bond found in the pyrrole ring caused a wide band at
3195 cm−1.[78,79] In the spectrum coated with BDNF and NGF
neurotrophic factors, the characteristic peaks have been detected
at the specific Amide I (1645 cm−1, C=O stretching vibrations)
and Amide II (1538 cm−1 N-H bending and C–N stretching vi-
brations) regions of the protein structures.
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Figure 2. Experimental design, cell viability results and microscopic characteristics of the isolated motor neurons. A) Schematic diagram of the cellular
experimental design. B) Cell viability studies of the motor neurons on the various PCL/PLGA S film scaffold groups at different time points. Groups
are labeled as; (a) PCL/PLGA S. (b) PCL/PLGA S-AuNP50 (c) PCL/PLGA S-PPy. *Different from the control group P˂0.05, n = 3, Data were represented
as mean ± SD. Data were analyzed by SPSS one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis. C) Bright field images of the motor neurons on the glass-
bottomed petri dishes under static conditions for various incubation time points (2 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h). (All the images taken by Hoffman modulation
contrast microscope, using 20× objective). D) Immunofluorescence LSCM images of the control group (glass-bottomed petri dish) motor neurons
showing neural cell skeletons after NF-200 staining incubated on the static conditions for 72 h. (Scale bar = 50 μm).

2.2. The Main Characteristics of the Isolated Motor Neurons and
Cytotoxicity of the PCL/PLGA Scaffolds

The in vitro experimental design was shown in Figure 2A, before
proceeding to the cellular evaluation results. Since the ultimate
goal of this study was to evaluate the potential regenerative
effects of the designed scaffolds in a spinal cord injury model,

the behaviors of the mice spinal cord motor neurons were pri-
marily investigated. Here we show that micro/nano-channeled
PCL/PLGA structures with optimal groove sizes can facilitate
axonal guidance. We also aimed that the modification of the scaf-
fold surface with PDL/IKVAV-pentapeptide and AuNPs would
promote neuronal adhesion and development. In addition, we
hypothesized that the axonal guidance of the motor neurons
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under the electrical field stimulation can be increased to reach a
perfect zero angle guidance with an optimal material design.

Cellular compatibility of the designed smooth surfaced neural
scaffold biomaterials with various surface modifications (unmod-
ified, gold nano decorated and PPy modified) was investigated
at different hours (2, 24, 48, and 72 h) by using confocal micro-
scope. Figure 2B shows the neural cellular viability (%) results
for different PCL/PLGA S film scaffold groups compared to the
control group. In the group modified using polypyrrole, which is
preferred as the conductive polymer, there was a significant de-
crease in cell viability compared to the control group. Apart from
this, the average neural cellular viability percentages were above
80% in all the other groups over the 3-days period. Thus, no cel-
lular toxicity was observed resulting from the scaffold material
itself or AuNPs.

Motor neurons (control group) were incubated for 72 h on the
glass-bottomed petri dishes and inverted light microscopy im-
ages of the cells were taken on different days (2, 24, 48, and 72
h). (Figure 2C). Neural cellular morphologies were evaluated as
generally healthy and no axonal development has yet been ob-
served at 2 h. Axonal development of the motor neurons was
clearly observed on other days, and they showed typical motor
neuron appearance. Immunocytochemical fluorescence analy-
sis (NF-200 staining) of the motor neurons (control group) cul-
tured in glass-bottomed petri dishes was also carried out before
proceeding with cellular studies on the PCL/PLGA film scaf-
folds (Figure 2D). NF-200 irradiations, which is a neural marker,
were strongly taken from both cell bodies and axonal structures,
and typically characteristic motor neuron images were observed.
Characteristically, motor neurons did not have a highly branched
morphology, with the presence of shorter and thicker axonal
structures.

2.3. Effect of Micro/Nano-Patterning of PCL/PLGA Scaffolds on
Axonal Guidance under Static and Bioreactor Conditions

LSCM images obtained after 72 hours of culture of motor neu-
rons in static conditions show the NF-200 staining results of the
cells. Although there were some morphological differences ac-
cording to PCL/PLGA groups, typically characteristic motor neu-
ron images were observed in general (Figure 3); Characteristi-
cally, motor neurons did not have a highly branched morphol-
ogy with relatively thicker axonal structures. There was randomly
distributed axonal morphology on all the smooth PCL/PLGA
film surfaces and no linear orientation was observed similar to
the control group (Figure 3A–C). In general, neuronal struc-
tures with unhealthy morphologies and weak axonal develop-
ments were observed on all the surfaces coated with PPy due
to the possible toxic effect of the polymer (Figure 3C,F,I,L). No
unhealthy appearance was observed in the motor neuron cell
morphologies on AuNP50 decorated PCL/PLGA film surfaces
(Figure 3B,E,H,K).

Various levels of axonal orientations were observed along
the grooves for the micro/nano-channeled PCL/PLGA scaffold
groups (Figure 3G–L). In the groups containing PPy coating,
it was observed that neural cellular morphologies were ad-
versely affected and axonal orientation remained at low levels
(Figure 3F,I,L).

The cell behaviors of motor neurons cultured on various
PCL/PLGA scaffold groups for 3 days under static conditions
were quantitatively analyzed. The behavioral analyses were car-
ried out based on LSCM images of NF-200 staining for motor
neurons. Quantitative analysis results for axonal orientation be-
haviors according to different surface topographies and material
properties were shown in Figure 4A. According to these results,
the mean axonal deviations from the channels in the PCL/PLGA
G1 group were the least for static culture incubation of the mo-
tor neurons (Figure 4A). Again, the deviation level was lower
on AuNP50 decorated film scaffolds, while it was higher on PPy
coated surfaces. So, the optimal axonal guidance was associated
with the AuNP50 modified micro-channeled PCL/PLGA G1 scaf-
fold having 1×1×1 μm (ridge × groove × height) dimensions and
this scaffold group was further evaluated inside the 3D bioreactor
system.

Considering the results obtained from static culture studies,
the neural film scaffold group with only 1 micron channel width
was selected and used in the bioreactor culture studies; Thus, the
scaffold material groups with two different surface topographies
(smooth-S and 1 μm channeled-G1) and three different surface
modifications (unmodified, gold nano decorated and PPy modi-
fied) were used in the bioreactor culture studies. Electrical voltage
with square wave form was applied in 110 mV mm−1, 1 HZ fre-
quency, and 50 ms pulse for 7 days. It was found that although
the electrical stimulation improved the degree of axonal guid-
ance for PCL/PLGA G1 group (non-conductive, Figure 4C,D),
perfect approaching zero-degree guidance was seen only
on the PCL/PLGA G1-AuNP50 scaffolds for both cell types
(Figure 4C–E). Again, the axonal morphologies and level of guid-
ance on PPy coated PCL/PLGA G1 scaffolds were not sufficient
(Figure 4C–F), similar to the results in the previous static culture
conditions.

The mean axonal deviation angles of the motor neurons from
the PCL/PLGA channels were shown in Figure 4B for bioreac-
tor system conditions. After electrical stimulation, axonal devi-
ation angles of motor neurons in all the PCL/PLGA G1 groups
decreased at a higher rate compared to static culture data. Again,
based on the LSCM images of motor neuron cultures in biore-
actor conditions, significant axonal guidance approaching zero
degrees was observed in the AuNP50 modified group. Bioreactor
culture data of the motor neurons showed that almost no effect of
electrical stimulation for the non-conductive group. On the other
hand, as a result of electrical stimulation the axonal deviation
angle was significantly reduced for the PPy modified group, it
was not at the desired level when compared to the AuNP50 group
(Figure 4B).

SEM images of the motor neurons cultured under
static/bioreactor conditions for 72 hours on the smooth
PCL/PLGA surfaces and PCL/PLGA G1 micro-channeled
scaffolds, which were considered optimal groove width, are seen
in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). According to these SEM
images, it can be seen on a high resolution that there was no
axonal guidance on all the smooth PCL/PLGA surfaces. (Figure
S1 A1–C1, Supporting Information). It has been evaluated that
electrical stimulation alone has no effect on axonal guidance
of the neurons on the smooth surfaces. Randomly distributed
axonal structures were observed on all the PCL/PLGA S surfaces
(Figure S1 D1–F1, Supporting Information). Also, it was obvious
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Figure 3. Immunofluorescence LSCM images of the motor neurons showing neural cell skeletons after NF-200 staining incubated on the different
PCL/PLGA film scaffolds under static conditions for 72 h. A1-A2) PCL/PLGA S. B1-B2) PCL/PLGA S-AuNP50. C1-C2) PCL/PLGA S-PPy. D1-D2) PCL/PLGA
G0.5. E1-E2) PCL/PLGA G0.5-AuNP50. F1-F2) PCL/PLGA G0.5-PPy. G1-G2) PCL/PLGA G1. H1-H2) PCL/PLGA G1-AuNP50. I1-I2) PCL/PLGA G1-PPy. J1-J2)
PCL/PLGA G5. K1-K2) PCL/PLGA G5-AuNP50. L1-L2) PCL/PLGA G5-PPy. (Scale bar = 50 μm).

that even if there was some degree of axonal guidance on the
micro-channeled PCL/PLGA G1 scaffold groups, especially with
the effect of electrical stimulation, it was not optimal. (Figure
S1 A2,D2, Supporting Information). So, the axonal alignment
was better in the AuNP50 modified group, consistent with the
LSCM images (Figure S1 B2,E2, Supporting Information);
Additionally, axonal development and guidance levels were quite

insufficient in the PPy-coated group. (Figure S1C2, Supporting
Information). Again, the electrical stimulation did not have
much positive effect on linear orientation for PPy coated sur-
faces due to possible toxic effect of the polymer (Figure S1F2,
Supporting Information). Above all, it can be seen that under
electrical stimulation the degree of guidance was close to zero
for AuNP50 modified PCL/PLGA G1 scaffold group.

Macromol. Biosci. 2024, 24, 2300453 © 2024 Wiley-VCH GmbH2300453 (7 of 22)
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Figure 4. A) The mean values for axonal deviation angles from the micro/nano-channels of the motor neurons cultured on the PCL/PLGA scaffolds
with different surface designs under static conditions for 72 h. B) The mean values for axonal deviation angles from the micro-channels of the
motor neurons cultured on the PCL/PLGA scaffolds with different surface designs under bioreactor conditions for 72 h. All the quantitative data were
obtained using ImageJ program based on the NF-200 (neurofilament-200 kDa) IHC (immunohistochemistry) fluorescence staining images. n = 3, Data
were represented as mean ± SD. C) Immunofluorescence LSCM images of the motor neurons showing neural cell skeleton components incubated on
different PCL/PLGA film scaffolds under bioreactor conditions for 72 h. (a1-a2) PCL/PLGA S. (b1-b2) PCL/PLGA S-AuNP50. (c1-c2) PCL/PLGA S-PPy.
(d1-d2) PCL/PLGA G1. (e1-e2) PCL/PLGA G1-AuNP50. (f1-f2) PCL/PLGA G1-PPy. (Scale bar = 20 μm).
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2.4. Nerve Guidance Conduit Structure and Rat Spinal Cord
Injury Model

Schematic diagram of the in vivo experimental design was shown
in Figure 5A. All the film scaffolds include PDL/IKVAV pen-
tapeptide surface coating as standard. The prepared film scaf-
folds were wrapped around a microneedle and formed into a
tubular shape, then they were fixed with a biocompatible fibrin-
based glue. All the tubular PCL/PLGA implant materials were
prepared as standard with a length of 3 mm and a diameter of
1 mm (Figure 5B). Back skin was incised by centering the T9-
T10 region of the SD rat spinal cord (Figure 5C). Muscle and bone
tissues in the midline of the back were successfully incised and
removed (Figure 5D). A laminectomy was performed at T9-T10
to allow 3.5 mm right lateral hemisection for NGC implantation
by keeping the spine between T8-T11 stable (Figure 5E). After a
hemisection lesion of the rat spinal cord, the designed tubular
PCL/PLGA nerve guidance scaffold was implanted into the le-
sion (Figure 5F). After the scaffold transplantation, layer-by-layer
suturing was applied (Figure 5G,H shows the dissection images
of the spinal cords of the SD rats sacrificed at the 5th and 10th
weeks following implantation. With the biodegradability of the
implant material and its mechanically flexible structure, a good
level of integration was achieved with the spinal cord host tissue,
especially at the end of the 10th week.

2.5. Behavioral Recovery

The locomotor recovery was measured by using the BBB in an
open field for different weeks (Figure 6). The initial score was
accepted as “0” for all the experimental groups and each group
was compared with the control group in the following weeks.
Each week was evaluated separately and the group that achieved
significant functional gain compared to the control group was
marked with an asterisk in the graph (P˂0.05); Accordingly, al-
though there is micro-channeled surface topography of the im-
plant, the presence of neural factors and AuNPs increased func-
tional gain, respectively, between weeks 2 and 8. On the other
hand, this increase was not statistically significant. The signifi-
cant functional gain was demonstrated in the group containing
only AuNP50 surface modification compared to the injured con-
trol group at the end of the 10th week. According to these re-
sults, although the surface topography of the biomaterial and the
presence of neural factors alone contributed positively in terms
of functional gain in locomotor scale, the appropriate surface
conductivity approach (AuNP50) was also an essential parameter
for effective nerve regeneration. On the other hand, PPy surface
modification of the material led to a negative result in terms of
functional gain.

2.6. Histological and Molecular Biological Analysis of Neuronal
Regeneration of SCI In Vivo

The immunofluorescence histological analysis and Western blot-
ting studies were performed following implantation of various
designed tubular biomaterials into the SD rats at the end of the
5th and 10th week. First, the neural regeneration levels of the

different groups were investigated using beta-3-tubulin marker
(Figure 7). In the control group (injured but not implanted) there
was a big gap area at week 5 and no effective regeneration oc-
curred (Figure 7A-a1). The same result was also valid for the
PCL/PLGA S group, still a large non-regenerated gap area was
observed for week 5 (Figure 7A-b1). A prominent injured area
was still observed in the groups with micro-channeled topogra-
phy and modified with neural factors (Figure 7A-c1,d1). Consid-
ering groups containing conductive surface designs in addition
to micro-channeled topography and neural factors, a significantly
regenerated area was observed in the AuNP50 group compared to
the PPy group for week 5 (Figure 7A-e1,f1). These LSCM images
also overlapped with protein expression analysis results, in gen-
eral (Figure 7B,C). According to these data, it was observed that
micro-channeled topography alone could not provide effective re-
generation, but together with neural factors, it made a significant
difference. Although the presence of AuNPs provided a high level
of beta-3-tubulin expression, the PPy conductivity approach re-
vealed a similar result to the non-conductive group for week 5
(Figure 7C).

When neural regeneration was evaluated at the end of the
10th week following implantation, varying levels of neural re-
generation were observed for all groups. Although most of the
gap area was regenerated in the injured control group, there
were still areas where green fluorescence could not be obtained
(Figure 7A-a2). The results were similar for the PCL/PLGA S
group, and an effective neural regeneration could not be achieved
(Figure 7A-b2). In the PCL/PLGA G1 group, nerve fibers were ob-
served extending sequentially in a very thin line (Figure 7A-c2).

The use of neural factors in combination with micro-
channeled topography significantly increased regenerated nerve
fibers, although not-regenerated gap regions were present in the
peripheral parts for week 10 (Figure 7A-d2). In the AuNP50 mod-
ified group, almost completely regenerated spinal cord structure
was characterized at the end of the 10th week (Figure 7A-e2).
In contrast, less regenerated nerve fibers were observed in the
PPy modified group compared to the non-conductive group
(Figure 7A-f2). Beta-3-tubulin protein expression analysis was
also performed for week 10 (Figure 7D,E). There was a propor-
tionally greater increase in neuronal expression (beta-3-tubulin)
in all the PCL/PLGA groups modified with neural factors. Micro-
channeled topography of the scaffold alone did not provide an
effective increase in neural expression. The AuNP50 surface mod-
ification resulted in a very high level of neural expression, while
PPy surface conductivity resulted in lower beta-3-tubulin expres-
sion compared to the non-conductive group (Figure 7E).

The astroglial cell development was evaluated by immunoflu-
orescent (GFAP:glial fibrillar acidic protein) histological analysis
and Western blotting, after implantation of PCL/PLGA tubular
scaffolds into the SC injured area (T9-T10 region) at weeks 5 and
10 (Figure 8).

According to the GFAP (glial fibrillar acidic protein) IHC (im-
munohistochemistry) fluorescence staining results associated
with the astroglial scar tissue of the control group (injured), in-
tense irradiations were taken from the defective area, especially
at the 5th week, and also GFAP fluorescent irradiations were
observed intensively around the injured area at the 10th week
(Figure 8A-a1,a2). After implantation of the smooth surfaced scaf-
fold (PCL/PLGA S), GFAP irradiations showing astroglial scar
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Figure 5. Spinal cord injury model and experimental procedures. A) Schematic diagram of the in vivo experimental design. B) The designed PCL/PLGA
tubular implant biomaterial. C) Back skin incised by centering the T9-T10 region of the SD rat spinal cord. D) Muscle and bone tissues in the midline
of the back were successfully incised and removed. E) A laminectomy was performed at T9-T10 to allow 3.5 mm right lateral hemisection for NGC
implantation by keeping the spine between T8-T11 stable. F) After a hemisection lesion of the rat spinal cord, the designed tubular PCL/PLGA nerve
guidance scaffold was implanted into the lesion. G) After the scaffold transplantation, layer-by-layer suturing was applied. H) Dissection images of the
spinal cords of the SD rats sacrificed at the 5th and 10th weeks following implantation (the injured area (T9-T10 region) was shown with the forceps tip).
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Figure 6. Locomotor recovery was measured by using the BBB in an open
field for different weeks. *Different in the direction of increase from the
control group P˂0.05, n = 3, Data were represented as mean ± SD. Data
were analyzed by SPSS one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis. The
experimental groups were compared with the control group separately for
each week.

tissue formation were especially evident in the injured region
similar to the control group at the 5th week. Although GFAP
fluorescence decreased in the 10th week, it was still intensely
observed around the defective area (Figure 8A-b1,b2). According
to the GFAP images belonging to the micro-channeled group
(PCL/PLGA G1) without any factor or conductivity approach, the
intense GFAP irradiations were observed in the 5th week with the
secondary injury process. By week 10, GFAP fluorescent images
were observed, which showed itself at the borders of the damaged
region (Figure 8A-c1,c2). The use of micro-channeled PCL/PLGA
scaffold topography with the neural factors reduced astroglial flu-
orescence and minimized GFAP stained SC regions, especially at
the end of the 10th week (Figure 8A-d1,d2). As a result of surface
modification with AUNPs, astroglial fluorescence which was con-
sidered as an important barrier to neural regeneration was highly
reduced. This data also showed that an effective neural regenera-
tion was achieved (Figure 8A-e1,e2). In the PPy-conductive group,
very intense astrocyte specific GFAP irradiations were observed
around the injured area in week 5. Although GFAP fluorescence
decreased by the 10th week, it was still intensely observed around
the damaged area (Figure 8A-f1,f2). GFAP protein expression was
evaluated by Western-blotting analysis as a result of implanta-
tion of the various PCL/PLGA tubular scaffolds into the SD rat
defective SC cavity (Figure 8B-E). Groups with a significant de-
crease in GFAP/beta-tubulin protein expression compared to the
control (injured) group were indicated by an asterisk. There was
a gradual decrease in the GFAP expression according to each
parameter change on the PCL/PLGA scaffold surface (smooth
surface, micro-channeled topography, neural factors, AuNPs, re-
spectively) for week 5. On the other hand, the PPy conductiv-
ity approach led to a similar result to the non-conductive group
(Figure 8C). When GFAP expression was evaluated at week 10
post-implantation, interestingly the PCL/PLGA G1 group had
a higher GFAP expression rate than the PCL/PLGA S group.
The neural factor and AuNP50 surface modification of the im-
plant material, respectively significantly reduced the expression
of GFAP associated with glial scar formation after secondary in-

jury; However, the PPy surface conductivity approach resulted in
higher GFAP protein expression compared to the non-conductive
PCL/PLGA group for week 10 (Figure 8E).

Hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) and Masson’s trichrome staining
were used for general histological analysis of the spinal cords.
For this purpose, SD rats under normal maintenance conditions
were sacrificed for each experimental group at the end of the
5th and 10th weeks from implantation (Figure 9). In the control
group (injured), very intense lymphocyte infiltration and axonal
degenerations were observed at the injury site for week 5. Also,
intense vascularization, fibrotic scar tissue formation and exces-
sive collagen deposition were observed with the inflammatory re-
sponse developing with secondary injury. In addition to demyeli-
nated and degenerated axonal structures, the cells filled with ab-
normal brown granules were observed in the peripheral regions
(Figure 9A1,G1).

When the general histological images of the control group (in-
jured) were evaluated for the 10th week, it was observed that
the intense inflammation and scar tissue were replaced by a rel-
atively healthy tissue; However, large non-regenerated regions
were still present. The white matter morphology was close to
normal and it was observed that the intense collagen deposition
decreased which observed for the week 5 (Figure 9A2,G2). The
general histological images of the group with smooth surfaced,
non-conductive, and neural factor-free when evaluated for week
5, very dense fibrous scar tissue formation and excessive colla-
gen deposition were observed in the injured area. Along with the
inflammatory response, intense erythrocyte and lymphocyte in-
filtration occurred, and the excessive bleeding area was noted. In
addition, there were intense axonal degenerations in the white
matter (Figure 9B1,H1). At the 10th week after implantation, very
prominent damaged cavities were noted, indicating that an effec-
tive neural regeneration could not be achieved. The axonal degen-
eration was evident and moderately hypertrophic axonal struc-
tures were prominent. On the other hand, it was determined that
collagen accumulation decreased (Figure 9B2,H2). When the im-
ages of the group which did not contain any neural factor or con-
ductivity approach and whose surface was 1 μm channeled topog-
raphy were examined, still unregenerated large gap regions were
observed. In addition to fibrous scar tissue formation, intense
collagen deposition was observed in the defective area; Addition-
ally, there were significant degenerations in both white matter
and gray matter (Figure 9C1,I1). Although the injured gap areas
were reduced, it was still clearly observed for week 10. Fibrotic
scar tissue formation and collagen deposition in the implant re-
gion were reduced to minimum levels; However, moderate cellu-
lar infiltration and mild axonal disruptions were observed in the
white matter (Figure 9C2,I2). As a result of the use of neural fac-
tors in combination with micro-channeled topography, partially
damaged gap regions were evident in the white matter in the 5th
week. Fibrous scar tissue formation and collagen deposition were
very minimal. Although the gray matter morphology was healthy
in general, the axonal distortions were observed in some regions.
In addition, cellular infiltration was observed in the white mat-
ter (Figure 9D1,J1). By the 10th week, it was observed that the
spread of the injured gap areas decreased considerably and did
not spread throughout the spinal cord tissue. There was no signif-
icant collagen deposition in the relevant SC region, and healthy
neural cellular structures were observed in both white matter
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and gray matter (Figure 9D2,J2). In addition to the microtopog-
raphy of the implant material and neural factor modification, the
presence of AuNPs on the PCL/PLGA scaffold surface provided
a minimal distribution of damaged cavity regions for week 5;
Additionally, minimal levels of fibrotic scar tissue and collagen
fiber formations were observed. A low level of cellular infiltra-
tion was observed in the white matter, and the axonal structures
were healthier than all the other groups (Figure 9E1,K1). It was
observed that a very effective level of neuronal regeneration oc-
curred in the AuNP50 modified group by the 10th week, and the
injured gap SC regions were replaced by healthy neural cellular
structures. There were no significant injured SC cavitation areas
and the white matter morphology was quite healthy. In addition,
fibrous scar tissue formation and collagen deposition were not
observed (Figure 9E2,K2). When the general histological images
of PPy surface modification group which was another conduc-
tivity approach were evaluated, very large, damaged cavities that
could not regenerate were observed for week 5. A very intense
lymphocyte infiltration with inflammation was observed around
the injured SC region and also very prominent axonal degenera-
tions were characterized. In addition, fibrous scar tissue forma-
tion and dense collagen accumulations were observed in the area
surrounding the damaged SC tissue region (Figure 9F1,L1). In
the 10th week after implantation, although the nerve fibers in the
regeneration process showed themselves in the injured SC area,
large cavity parts were still observed in the related region. The
cavitation was evident in the white matter and the cellular infil-
tration was still present in the gray matter. In addition, reduced
levels of fibrotic scar tissue formation and collagen deposition
were observed in the gray matter (Figure 9F2,L2).

The LSCM results of other IHC (immunohistochemistry) flu-
orescence analyses (NF-200 for neurofilaments, CGRP for mo-
tor neurons, GAP43 for growth cones, MBP for myelin ba-
sic protein, oligodendrocyte, S100-beta for Schwann cells, Iba1
for microglia, CD68 for macrophages) performed in addition
to immunofluorescent histological characterizations for beta-3-
tubulin and GFAP (glial fibrillar acidic protein) markers were
given as supporting information (Figures S2–S5, Supporting In-
formation). These additional fluorescent tissue analyses were
performed for each group at 5 and 10 weeks post-implantation.
The NF-200 staining results were generally similar to the beta-
3-tubulin LSCM data. There were no intense and homogeneous
neurofilament-200 irradiations at the desired level for the con-
trol group (injured) and PCL/PLGA D group, and there were still
non-regenerated gap regions at the end of the 10-week period.
Neurofilament irradiations along sequential lines were clearly ob-
served in the micro-channeled groups, and neural factor modifi-
cation promoted neural regeneration better. Although a very ef-

fective neural regeneration was achieved with the contribution of
AuNPs, there were still injured gap regions that did not contain
neurofilaments in the PPy group at the end of the period (Figure
S2A–F, Supporting Information). The CGRP fluorescent radia-
tions specific to motor neurons showed a more homogeneous
distribution throughout the relevant spinal cord segment in the
groups containing neural factor and AuNP50 surface modifica-
tion. In other groups, it was mostly limited to the SC tissue re-
gions surrounding the damaged area (Figure S2G–L, Support-
ing Information). The GAP43 marker is associated with the ter-
minal growth cones of nerve fibers in the regeneration process.
While GAP43 fluorescence was generally limited to the periphery
of the injured area at the end of the first time period, it showed
a more homogeneous distribution throughout the spinal cord
segment at the end of the 10th week for all the groups; How-
ever, the above-mentioned differences were evident between the
groups in terms of defective SC gap regions (Figure S3A–F, Sup-
porting Information). The fluorescent irradiations of the myelin
basic protein (MBP) were perfectly observed, especially in the
AuNP50 modified group. This data showed that a functionally ef-
fective axonal regeneration occurred for this group (PCL/PLGA
G1-BDNF/NGF-AuNP50). In other groups, the MBP specific flu-
orescence was mostly observed in the tissues around the void re-
gions (Figure S3G-L, Supporting Information).

Activation of other glial cells (increase in the number of oligo-
dendrocytes and Schwann cell migration) of the CNS occurs in
the secondary injury process after spinal cord damages. The over-
growth of such cells is also a barrier to effective neural regen-
eration; However, there is a need for the presence of such glial
cells in a balanced ratio. According to the IHC fluorescent stain-
ing results specific to Oligodendrocyte and Schwann cells, there
was a more homogeneous glial cellular distribution through-
out the relevant spinal cord segment in groups containing neu-
ral growth factor (PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF) and AuNPs dur-
ing the 10 weeks period; However, intense glial cellular fluores-
cent radiations were characterized in the SC tissues surrounding
the damaged cavity in the other groups (Figure S4A–L, Support-
ing Information). Another important pathophysiological aspect
of the secondary injury process of spinal cord injury is the mi-
gration of defense (immune system) cells. Excessive invasion of
these cells leads to a strong inflammatory response. The various
chemicals secreted by these cells, and also accumulated oxida-
tive stress ultimately inhibit neural regeneration. For this pur-
pose, IHC fluorescence analyses were performed for microglia
cells (Iba1), which are the CNS-specific defense cell type, and
macrophages (CD68) migrating to the injured area. According to
LSCM results, very intense microglial activation was observed in
the control group (injured) and smooth surfaced implant group

Figure 7. Neural regenerative effects of the various PCL/PLGA nerve guidance conduit designs obtained from histological analysis and Western blotting
after a hemisection lesion of the rat spinal cord for two different weeks (week 5 and week 10). A) Immunofluorescence LSCM images of the rat spinal
cord paraffin sections in the longitudinal direction showing neuronal axons after beta-III-tubulin staining (green fluorescence) for various implantation
groups. (a1-a2) Control (Injured). (b2-b2) PCL/PLGA S. (c1-c2) PCL/PLGA G1. (d1-d2) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF. (e1-e2) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-
AuNP50. (f1-f2) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-PPy. Representative LSCM images of the middle and the boundaries (rostral and caudal ends) of the injured
area. All the images taken by using 20× objective. The main images represent the tile-scan mode imaging, the small squares represent the normal mode
images, and the blue radiations are the DAPI cell nuclei staining. B,C) Western blot analysis of beta-III-tubulin expression in the rat spinal cord after
injury for week 5 (n = 3 for each group). D,E) Western blot analysis of beta-III-tubulin expression in the rat spinal cord after injury for week 10 (n = 3
for each group). The representative results of Western blot were shown in the upper panel, and the statistical analysis was shown in the lower panel.
𝛽-tubulin was used for the quantitative normalization. *Different in the direction of increase from the control group, P˂0.05. Data were represented as
mean ± SD. Data were analyzed by SPSS one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis.
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(PCL/PLGA S) in week 5. Although it decreased in week 10, it
was still intense around the damaged area. Among the micro-
channeled groups, the most ideal results were obtained from the
groups containing the neural factor (PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF)
and the AuNP50 surface modification. As a result of insufficient
neural regeneration in the damaged spinal cord region for the
other groups, the inflammatory response and the existence of
such defense cells continued. The inflammatory response was
reduced because the ideal group (PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-
AuNP50) promoted neural regeneration at a high level as a result
of the triple synergistic effect (high level orientation of the axons
of the neurons on the micro-channeled surface, promotion of the
regeneration by neural factors, suitable surface conditions pro-
vided by conductive AuNPs) of the implant material. In the other
groups, microglial activation was still present at the end of the
10-week period, although decreased (Figure S5A–F, Supporting
Information). LSCM images of macrophage migration were also
consistent with microglial data. These results about macrophage
cell migration confirmed that the presence of neural factors and
AuNPs combined with the micro-channeled material topography
reduced inflammation (Figure S5G–L, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion

Spinal cord injuries (SCI) occur tragically in the people under
the age of 30 who are the youngest and most active segment of
the society with a frequency of 60%, and their pathophysiology is
considered in two separate categories as primary and secondary
phase. The primary injury after a concussive trauma mainly dam-
ages the gray matter, leading to bleeding and impaired blood flow.
On the other hand, secondary injury refers to the spread of injury
from the first part to the adjacent tissues as a result of various re-
sponse reactions, and it manifests itself with various pathophys-
iological events (such as ischemia, thrombosis, hypoxia, oxida-
tive stress, oxidation, disruption of membrane integrity, edema,
protein degradation, apoptosis, necrosis, disruption of synap-
tic connections, demyelination, axonal degeneration).[80–83] There
are two options for treatment after spinal cord injury: neuro-
protection (preventing the spread of secondary damage) and
regeneration. Neuroprotective treatments can be administered
with drugs (such as methylprednisolone sodium succinate, im-
munoglobulin G, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, minocy-
cline, riluzole) or non-pharmacological strategies (such as sys-
temic hypothermia).[84–89] The aim of regeneration is to restore
neuronal transmission and functional gain. While SC regener-
ation can be achieved using various pharmacological therapies
(such as anti-Nogo-A antibody, Rho-ROCK inhibitor, anti-RGMa-
antibody), effective functional recovery can also be achieved with

cellular and novel biomaterial-based approaches.[84,90–92] The
other ones are cell-based and stem cell-based treatments, which
are considered approaches to promote functional recovery. On
the other hand, there are still design challenges in terms of clin-
ical effectiveness, such as low effect sizes, low sensitivity, and in-
sufficient immunosuppression. The difficulties and limiting fac-
tors in the cell-based therapies have paved the way for innovative
integrated therapies including various biomaterials. Especially,
gene regulation, cell sequencing and tracking have emerged as
promising avenues of investigation.[93] The development of inno-
vative treatment methods and in-depth study of the SCI microen-
vironment has become possible by current technology.[94] The se-
quential progression of axons and neurites along a linear line is
extremely important for effective regeneration and functional re-
covery after a nerve injury.[95] Scaffold-based strategies have re-
cently attracted great interest to counteract the trauma environ-
ment after SCI by providing a supportive structure to damaged
neurons and tissues. Apart from providing support, there are also
many studies in which other components (different cells, factors,
enzymes, conductive materials, etc.) that promote the survival,
differentiation of neural cells and the guidance of damaged ax-
ons are included in the structure.[96–98] Neuroinflammation and
glial scar formation in the damaged SC area is an important fac-
tor that inhibits the migration, differentiation, and regeneration
of neural cells. In the literature, some studies using various hy-
drogels and nanoparticles after SCI have shown that inflamma-
tion/glial scar tissue formation was reduced and significant func-
tional gains and neural regeneration were achieved.[99–105]

The ideal scaffold for neural regeneration must provide a
3D interconnected porous structure and suitable physicochem-
ical properties, such as mechanical strength, elasticity, stiffness,
hydrophilicity, and surface conductivity. The designed scaffold
should display an ideal biocompatibility profile and suitable
degradation rate over time. In addition, the use of neural tis-
sue scaffolds in combination with neurotrophic factors is an-
other parameter that will promote nerve regeneration. Synthetic
polymeric biomaterials that are developed according to controlled
degradation rates and physicochemical properties have many ad-
vantages in terms of neural implant biomaterial fabrication. In
addition, they can be designed as mechanically strong, elastic,
hydrophilic, and biocompatible with controlled fabrication tech-
niques and surface modifications.[17,73,95] While the PCL material
used in this study provided mechanical strength, PLGA supplied
flexibility to the hybrid polymeric scaffold. The PCL/PLGA (10:1,
v/v) volumetric ratio was evaluated as suitable and all the cellular
and in vivo studies were carried out by this optimal polymeric ra-
tio. Our previous study showed that the degradation profile was
suitable for neural tissue engineering applications. It has been

Figure 8. Astroglial scar development effects of the various PCL/PLGA nerve guidance conduit designs obtained from histological analysis and Western
blotting after a hemisection lesion of the rat spinal cord for two different weeks (week 5 and week 10). A) Immunofluorescence LSCM images of the rat
spinal cord paraffin sections in the longitudinal direction showing astrocytes after GFAP (glial fibrillar acidic protein) staining (green fluorescence) for
various implantation groups. (a1-a2) Control (Injured). (b2-b2) PCL/PLGA S. (c1-c2) PCL/PLGA G1. (d1-d2) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF. (e1-e2) PCL/PLGA
G1-BDNF/NGF-AuNP50. (f1-f2) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-PPy. Representative LSCM images of the middle and the boundaries (rostral and caudal ends)
of the injured area. All the images taken by using 20× objective. The main images represent the tile-scan mode imaging, the small squares represent
the normal mode images, and the blue radiations are the DAPI cell nuclei staining. B,C) Western blot analysis of GFAP expression in the rat spinal cord
after injury for week 5 (n = 3 for each group). D,E) Western blot analysis of GFAP expression in the rat spinal cord after injury for week 10 (n = 3 for each
group). The representative results of Western blot were shown in the upper panel, and the statistical analysis was shown in the lower panel. 𝛽-tubulin
was used for the quantitative normalization. *Different in the direction of decrease from the control group, P˂0.05. Data were represented as mean ±
SD. Data were analyzed by SPSS one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis.
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Figure 9. General histology evaluations of the various PCL/PLGA tubular scaffolds on the microstructural changes in the spinal cord injury region
of SD rats for the 5th and 10th weeks following implantation. A–F) Hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) staining images. G–L) Masson’s trichrome staining
images. All the images taken by using 20× objective. (Scale bar = 50 μm). A,G) Control (injured). B,H) PCL/PLGA S. C,I) PCL/PLGA G1. D,J) PCL/PLGA
G1-BDNF/NGF. E,K) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-AuNP50. F,L) PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-PPy.
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shown that surface modification with IKVAV-pentapeptide and
AuNP50 made the scaffold surface significantly hydrophilic by re-
ducing the liquid contact angle value.[73]

Using Si-molds designed with electron beam lithography tech-
nique, micro/nano-channeled PCL/PLGA film scaffolds with
three different groove widths were fabricated successfully. Pat-
terned PCL/PLGA film scaffolds with 1 μm channel width gave
the most promising results under static culture conditions (no
electrical stimulation) in our in vitro study. In various studies in
the literature for neural tissue engineering, in which films and
scaffolds with periodically parallel micro/nano channel struc-
ture were used, sometimes it was seen that lithographic patterns
were applied directly to the substrate polymer itself,[47,106,107] and
sometimes it was applied to the biomaterials to be used as a
mold.[108–111] Yang et al showed that functional neuron expres-
sion and neurite alignment increased when the human neural
stem cells were cultured on hierarchically patterned topographies
(with 10 nm nanopores and 1.5 μm channel width).[111] Slightly
different, in a study using human induced pluripotent stem cells,
Pan et al observed that neural expression and linear orientation
were highest in the group with 350 nm groove width when cells
were incubated on the PDMS substrates with different groove
widths (350 nm, 2 μm, and 5 μm).[109] In two different studies, it
has been shown that the neurite elongation and neural cellular
development were higher on the surfaces with a groove width of
1 μm similar to our finding.[112,113] These results reveal that op-
timal channel/groove widths may vary according to neural cell
type. Especially, since the motor neurons we used in this study
are the cells with a relatively large diameter and axons. In our
study, PCL/PLGA film scaffolds with 1 μm channel width pro-
vided the optimal condition for effective axonal guidance. The
AuNP50 nano-decoration used to provide a conductivity on the
micro/nano-channels did not cause any adverse effects on the
motor neurons. On the other hand, adverse effects of PPy on the
neural cells were observed in both cellular viability studies and
LSCM/SEM analysis results. Within the scope of bioreactor sys-
tem studies, it was observed that although the electrical stimula-
tion improved the degree of axonal guidance for PCL/PLGA G1
group, perfect approaching zero-degree guidance was seen only
on PCL/PLGA G1-AuNP50 scaffold group. Conductive polymers,
also called electroactive polymers are a series of polymer materi-
als that allow the transfer of electrical stimuli to neural cells.[114]

It has been evaluated that the surface conductivity approach pro-
vided by AuNPs can be a good alternative to the conductive poly-
mer that has been used for many years.

PCL and PLGA, both as FDA-approved biocompatible poly-
mers, have been frequently preferred in the literature for in vivo
studies within the scope of tissue engineering. In an in vivo study,
implantation of the microporous multi-channeled PCL tubular
scaffold into a complete-section rat SCI model (T3 region) were
investigated. It has been shown that implantation of the designed
biomaterial into the defective region supported minimal glial scar
tissue formation and also promoted linear axon elongation.[115]

Silva et al. designed a 3D scaffold based on a mixture of PCL and
starch. They showed that the stabilization of the spinal cord ar-
chitecture was increased with the bone-adjacent scaffolds and the
gain of motor function improved at week 12 following implan-
tation into the rat spinal cord injury.[116] In the literature, PLGA
(alone or hybrid polymer forms) has been implanted into the SCI

models (rats or mice) in different structures such as nanofibrous
micro-channeled scaffold, tubular multi-channeled scaffold, and
3D nanofibrous scaffold for the regeneration of spinal cord in-
jury. In these studies, a good integration with neural tissue and
low level of immune response were observed after implantation.
In addition, it has been shown that the significant axonal re-
generation was achieved, and the neurite guidance and density
were increased.[50,51,117,118] In this study, comprehensive evalua-
tions were made as a result of the implantation of various tubular
PCL/PLGA scaffolds into the rat spinal cord hemisection injured
area (T9-T10 region). In addition to the inner surface topography
of the conduit material, the potential effects of the neurotrophic
factors (BDNF/NGF) and two different surface conductivity ap-
proaches (AuNP50 and PPy) on the spinal cord regeneration were
revealed with analyses performed at the 5th and 10th weeks after
implantation. All the histological and molecular biological analy-
sis results showed that the surface topography (micro-channeled
surface) of the biomaterial to be implanted alone cannot pro-
vide an ideal result for an effective neural regeneration. Implant
biomaterials with surface topography that can guide axons will
provide more effective and functional neural regeneration when
used in combination with neural factors and optimal conductiv-
ity approach. We show that the developed optimal nerve guidance
conduit (PCL/PLGA G1-IKVAV/BDNF/NGF-AuNP50) highly re-
generates spinal cord injury. It was also evaluated that the glial
scar tissue development was minimized and functional recov-
ery was successfully achieved in this optimal group. Similar to in
vitro results, effective neural regeneration could not be achieved
in the groups with smooth surfaced and PPy conductivity modi-
fication. In addition, inflammation caused by the invasion of the
immune cells/glial cells and the collagen deposition associated
with glial scar tissue formation were high levels in these groups.
This can be explained by the possible toxic effect of PPy and its
inability to create a suitable surface chemistry for the develop-
ment of neural cells. AuNPs promoted axonal guidance as they
accumulated mostly along grooves without forming large aggre-
gates, creating conductive nanoarrays on the scaffold surface. Ad-
ditionally, it was evaluated as an advantageous group with its bio-
compatibility and physicochemical properties that would support
neuronal development and cell adhesion.

The synergistic effects of BDNF and NGF also significantly in-
creased the level of SC regeneration, in addition to the advantages
provided by AuNPs and microtopography. In the central nervous
system, NGF molecule has neuroprotective effects and can influ-
ence neural responses to injury on the various neural cell types
that display NGF receptors. Binding of NGF molecule to TrkA
and p75-NTR receptors activates downstream signaling pathways
such as MAPK/ERK, PI3K/Akt and PLC-𝛾 . As a result of this sig-
naling mechanism, the survival and differentiation of the neu-
ral cells is promoted.[119] BDNF molecule has neuroprotective
and growth-promoting effects on the different neural cell types
after nerve injury. In the literature, the neuroprotective proper-
ties of BDNF are explained by the downstream effects of the
TrkB receptor signaling pathway. TrkB is expressed abundantly
in the neurons of the spinal cord and these neurons can also un-
dergo upregulation of TrkB receptors during SC injury.[120] In a
study, the neuroprotective effect of BDNF molecule on the cor-
ticospinal neurons was demonstrated after grafting of BDNF-
secreting mesenchymal stem cells to the T9 spinal cord injury
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area compared to the lesioned control group.[121] In another
study, the linear ordered collagen scaffold-BDNF complex has
been shown to significantly promoted functional recovery after
completely transected spinal cord injury in the canine model.[122]

Taken together, positive effects of the neurotrophic factors make
them promising candidates for a future SCI treatment. The use
of neurotrophic factors in combination with treatments that help
improve lesion environments, such as polymeric scaffolds or
nerve guidance bridges, has the potential to promote meaning-
ful functional regeneration after spinal cord injury.

4. Conclusion

In this study a functional channeled and AuNP50 conduc-
tive PCL/PLGA tubular nerve guidance conduit with modified
BDNF/NGF/IKVAV pentapeptide molecules has been developed
for regeneration of the rat spinal cord injury in long-term pe-
riod. We show that channeled scaffold groups decorated with
AuNPs highly promote neurite orientation under bioreactor con-
ditions and also the developed optimal nerve guidance conduit
(PCL/PLGA G1-IKVAV/BDNF/NGF-AuNP50) highly regenerates
spinal cord injury. The synergistic effects of BDNF and NGF also
significantly increased the level of SC regeneration, in addition
to the advantages provided by AuNPs and microtopography. Our
micro/nano-designed PCL/PLGA scaffolds can be used as nerve
conduits in nerve tissue engineering to provide optimal axonal
guidance and neural regeneration required for recovery of func-
tion after various nerve injuries.

5. Experimental Section
Gold Nanoparticle Synthesis and Characterization: The use of the gold

nanoparticles (AuNP50) on the PCL/PLGA film scaffolds within the scope
of neural tissue engineering was demonstrated previously.[73] First, seed
gold nanoparticles (AuNP20) were synthesized by a modified Turkevich
synthesis method[123] and then used for synthesis of the 50 nm diame-
ter gold nanoparticles (AuNP50) by seeding growth method.[124] The syn-
thesis was carried out according to the previously reported protocols.[125]

In the first stage, trisodium citrate dihydrate (reducing agent, Sigma-
Aldrich) was added to the boiling 0.25 mM chloroauric acid (H[AuCl4],
Sigma-Aldrich) solution at a concentration of 0.033%. Synthesized AuNPs
were washed by centrifuging (Thermo-Scientific, MicroCL 21R) at 7 000 g
for 30 min and redispersed in ultrapure water. In the second stage
(the seeding growth protocol), the synthesized seed particles, reducing
agent, and hydroquinone (Sigma-Aldrich) were added in the required
concentrations to 100 ml of 0.25 mM gold solution at room temper-
ature. After centrifugation and redispersion in the ultrapure water, the
necessary characterization procedures (DLS-Malvern and UV–Vis absorp-
tion spectroscopy-Shimadzu) were carried out. The Au concentration
in the synthesized AuNPs samples was precisely confirmed by ICP-MS
(PerkinElmer) measurements.[73,125]

Preparation and Characterization of the Micro/Nano-Channeled
PCL/PLGA Film Scaffolds: In order to prepare the micro/nano-channeled
PCL/PLGA film scaffolds, silicon wafer molds (1 × 1 cm2; 0.5, 1, 5 μm
ridge widths; 1 μm channel width; 1 μm channel height) were prepared
by standard e-beam lithography technique, as described in the previous
work.[73] Briefly, after dissolving PCL (3% w/v, Sigma, 80 000) and PLGA
(5% w/v, Sigma, 66000–107000) separately in chloroform, they were
volumetrically mixed (10:1 v/v) to obtain hybrid polymer solution. Using
the spin coating technique, smooth surfaced and channeled PCL/PLGA
film scaffolds with various groove widths (500 nm, 1 μm and 5 μm
widths) were obtained. Sterilization of the biomaterials obtained was

achieved with 70% ethanol (Sigma) and short-term UV exposure for cell
culture studies. Two different surface modifications (AuNP50 and PPy)
applied to obtain various surface conductivity designs, in addition to the
surface topography. For this purpose, 200 μl of AuNP50 stock solution
(50 μg Au/ml) was directly added to scaffolds and dried overnight.
Alternatively, the surfaces of the scaffolds were coated to form a thin
layer using polypyrrole (PPy, 5 wt.% dispersion in H2O, 1:500 dilution,
Sigma-Aldrich). All the surface modification processes were carried out
in the laminar flow cabin under sterile conditions (Thermo Maxisafe
2020 Class II). Non-conductive materials were also used to compare with
conductive surfaces in the cell culture studies. All the prepared scaffolds
were characterized by SEM (Zeiss Geminisem 500). The biomolecule
surface coatings were applied on the prepared film scaffolds before the
neural cellular studies. First, poly-D-lysine (PDL, 10% v/v, Sigma-Aldrich)
surface modification was applied to form a very thin layer on the materials
and dried under sterile conditions. Second, the film scaffolds were coated
with IKVAV-pentapeptide (Ile-Lys-Val-ala-Val) solution (0.2 mg mL−1)
to form a very thin layer on the material surface and dried. For in vivo
studies, the film scaffolds were additionally modified with NGF and
BDNF (100 μg mL−1, Sigma-Aldrich) to form a thin and homogeneous
layer over the entire surfaces. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR, Pelkin Elmer) was used to identify functional groups found on
the prepared film scaffold according to various surface modifications
(PDL/IKVAV/NGF/BDNF, AuNP50 and PPy).

Isolation and Culture of the Motor Neurons: All the animal procedures
were performed under Istanbul Medipol University, Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IMU-HADYEK). Younger mice were used in-
stead of adult mice for the isolation of motor neurons. For this purpose,
40 BALB/c mice (20 female and 20 male) were used. Following anestheti-
zation with Ketamin (Pfizer, 100 mg k−1g, IP) the mice were decapitalized.
The posterior surface of the vertebral column, which was parallel to the
ground was removed from the cervical to the lumbar on a cold steel table.
The spinal cord exposed by removal of the bone structure was washed
in half-frozen L15 medium (containing; 2% B-27 supplement-Gibco, 1%
antibiotic/antimycotic-Sigma-Aldrich and 1% glutaMAX-Gibco). A piece of
spinal cord, ≈1–2 cm long and containing the anterior horns, was placed
in NBA (Gibco) culture medium (containing 2% papain enzyme, Sigma-
Aldrich) and incubated at +4 0C in a shaker setup for 30 min. Mechanical
separation was achieved by trituration using pipette tips of varying diam-
eters. After incubating with DNase (50 mg mL, Sigma-Aldrich) solution,
the neural cells were centrifuged at 120 g for 3 min and the cell pellet was
dispersed in NBA culture medium. The obtained motor neuron cell sus-
pension was seeded on 10% (v/v) PDL and 1% (v/v) IKVAV-pentapeptide
pre-coated petri dishes (250 cells/petri). Neural cells incubated (95% air,
37 °C, 5% CO2, 21% O2) for 3 days and inverted light microscopy images
of the motor neurons were taken at different time points (2, 24, 48, and 72
h). (Zeiss-Hoffman Modulation Microscope).

Cytocompatibility Evaluation of the Prepared PCL/PLGA Scaffolds: All
the prepared smooth PCL/PLGA film scaffolds (PCL/PLGA S, modi-
fied/unmodified) were sterilized by using 70% alcohol and UV irradiation
(30 min). The sterile film scaffolds were placed in glass-bottomed petri
dishes and each of the neural cells were seeded individually on the scaf-
folds (250 cells/scaffold for motor neurons) and cultured in NBA culture
medium under the optimum culture condition (37 °C, 95% air, 5% CO2,
and 21% O2) for 72 h. PDL and IKVAV coated glass petri dishes were used
as a control group. Propidium iodide (PI, Thermo Fisher-Invitrogen) stain-
ing was carried out and percent cell viability was evaluated under the laser
scanning confocal microscope (LSCM, Zeiss LSM 780) in 2 h, 24 h, 48 h,
and 72 h time intervals. The nucleus of the dead cells was stained red with
PI staining so under the T-PMT mode of the microscope and using 20×
objective 10 random areas were selected and after counting the dead cells,
average dead cell numbers were used to calculate the percent cell viability
by the following equation.[126]

Cell Viability (%) = (Total cell count − Dead cell count)∕

(Total cell count) × 100 (1)
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Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS Statistics 22 software
and One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA-Tukey post-hoc analysis) was
performed to determine inter-group differences (p < 0.05). n = 3, Data
were represented as mean ± SD.

Motor Neuron Culture Studies on the PCL/PLGA Film Scaffolds under
Static/Bioreactor Conditions: In order to evaluate the effects of the engi-
neered micro/nano-channels on neural cellular behaviors under static (no
electrical stimulation) and bioreactor conditions (with electrical stimula-
tion), isolated motor neurons were cultured on the prepared PCL/PLGA
film scaffolds. It had also evaluated the effects of different chemical sur-
face modifications (non-conductive, AuNP50 coated, PPy modified) on the
neural cell behaviors with the in vitro studies, in addition to topography.
Motor neurons were seeded on the scaffolds (250 cells/cm2 for motor
neurons) and were cultured for 72 h in NBA culture medium (1% antibi-
otic, 1% glutamax, and 2% B27) under optimal culture condition (37 °C,
95% air, 5% CO2 and 21% O2). Within the scope of bioreactor culture
studies, electrical stimulation was applied to the motor neurons, using a
computerized bioreactor system (EBERS Medical Technology SL). Three
various surface conductivity groups (non-conductive, AuNP50 modified,
PPy modified) and two various surface topographies (S and G1-optimal
groove width) were used for the bioreactor culture studies. The neural cel-
lular studies within the scope of the bioreactor system were carried out
over a 72-h period as previously described.[73]

Immunofluorescence Staining and LSCM Characterization of the Mo-
tor Neurons: Immunocytochemical fluorescence analysis of the cultured
motor neurons (for static and bioreactor culture conditions) was per-
formed for 72 h to determine axonal alignment. Briefly, after the standard
fixation (4% PFA, 15 min, Sigma-Aldrich), blocking procedures (30 min,
Sigma-Aldrich) and necessary washing (1× PBS, Sigma-Aldrich) steps, pri-
mary antibody (chicken polyclonal Neurofilament 200 kD antibody-abcam-
1:500 dilution), 50 μl was added on the scaffolds and incubated overnight
at 4 °C. The next day, after the washing steps with PBS, secondary anti-
body (Alexa 568 goat anti-chicken IgG-Molecular Probes-1:1000) 50 μl was
added on the samples and incubated for 3 h at 4 °C. Finally, DAPI (Molecu-
lar Probes) nucleus staining was applied and immunofluorescence stained
neural cells on the PLL-coated slides were imaged using a LSCM with 20×
objective.[73]

SEM Analysis of Motor Neurons on the Scaffolds: SEM characterization
of cultured motor neurons (with/without electrical stimulation) was per-
formed for 72 h. SEM characterizations were carried out for only two vari-
ous surface topography groups (S and G1-optimal channel width). In ad-
dition, SEM analysis was applied for all the surface coating groups (un-
modified, gold nano decorated and PPy coated). Briefly, the fixation (2.5%
glutaraldehyde, 30 min, +4 °C Sigma-Aldrich) and necessary washing pro-
cedures (PBS, 5 min) were applied. The samples were kept in increasing
alcohol series (ethanol, 10–100%) for 5 min and dried at room temper-
ature. The sputter coated cell-scaffold samples were characterized using
SEM microscope.[126]

Quantification of Neural Cell Behaviors on the Film Scaffolds: The cell
behaviors of motor neurons incubated on different neural scaffold mate-
rial groups (with/without electrical stimulation) were quantitatively ana-
lyzed for three days. The behavioral studies were carried out based on the
confocal data of NF-200 immunofluorescence staining for motor neurons.
Following random selection of ten fields for each group, all the motor neu-
rons in the area were analyzed. The deviation angles of the motor neuron
axons from the grooves were measured by Image-J program for all the
channeled neural scaffold groups.[73]

Preparation of the Tubular Nerve Guidance Conduits: Pre-implantation
preparation processes of smooth surfaced (S) and G1 micro-channeled
(ideal groove width, 1 μm) PCL/PLGA (10:1) scaffold materials were car-
ried out. For this purpose, PCL/PLGA scaffold groups (PCL/PLGA S,
PCL/PLGA G1, PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF, PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-
AuNP50 and PCL/PLGA G1-BDNF/NGF-PPy) with 5 different features were
prepared as mentioned above. All the film scaffolds include PDL/IKVAV
pentapeptide surface coating as standard. The prepared film scaffolds
were wrapped around a microneedle and formed into a tubular shape,
then they were fixed with a biocompatible fibrin-based glue. All the tubu-
lar PCL/PLGA implant materials were prepared as standard with a length

of 3 mm and a diameter of 1 mm. The prepared PCL/PLGA nerve guid-
ance conduits (NGCs) were sterilized with UV light before implantation
and stored at +4 °C.

Spinal Cord Injury, Surgical Procedures, and Scaffold Implantation: A to-
tal of 90 adult female Sprague Dawley rats (250–300 g) were used of this
study. All the animal procedures were performed under Istanbul Medipol
University, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IMU-HADYEK).
Apart from the five different experimental groups mentioned in the above
section, the injured (SCI) but not NGCs implanted control group was also
used. It was aimed to perform a right lateral hemisectional SCI injury
model with a length of ≈3.5 mm in the T9-T10 region of the rat spinal
cord. The animals were anesthetized using chloral hydrate at a dose of
400 mg k−1g IP. First, the hairs in the thoracic region were shaved and the
skin was disinfected with an iodine solution. The muscles were similarly
opened by taking T9-T10 as the center and fixed to the sides. A laminec-
tomy was performed at T9-T10 to allow 3.5 mm right lateral hemisection
for NGC implantation by keeping the spine between T8-T11 stable, during
which micro-aspiration was performed. After the designed NGCs were im-
planted in the gap regions, the injured regions were closed and sutured.
Post-operative care was applied to the animals after surgical procedures
for 2 weeks. After surgery, all the animals were given an antibiotic injec-
tion Baytril (enrofloxacin 2.5 mg k−1g) once per day for 7 days and lactate
ringer solution (5 mL/100 g) for 5 days. The bladders of the rats with SCI
were expressed manually twice daily to eliminate urine inside the bladder
until function recovered. After postoperative care, animals were kept in
cages belonging to their group for a maximum of 10 weeks.

The Behavioral Analysis (BBB Tests): Two independent observers who
were blinded to experimental groups tested the ability of the SD rats to
move their hind limbs on open-field locomotion (BBB scale) in different
weeks (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 weeks) after implantation. In this test, there was
a scale in the range of 0–21 and as a result of the values given, the mean
scores at different time periods were determined for all the animals in
each group. In the BBB scoring, “0” represents complete paralysis and
“21” represents normal motor function.[127] Statistical analysis was per-
formed by using SPSS Statistics 22 software and One-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA-Tukey post-hoc analysis) was performed to determine inter-
group differences (p < 0.05). n = 3, Data were represented as mean ± SD.

Spinal Cord Histology Studies: Hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) and Mas-
son’s trichrome staining protocols were used for general histological anal-
ysis of the spinal cords. In addition, immunohistological (IHC) fluores-
cent analyses were performed. For this purpose, SD rats under normal
maintenance conditions were sacrificed for each experimental group at
the end of the 5th and 10th weeks from implantation. First, euthanasia
was performed using CO2 by short breathing for a few minutes. Then, the
back skin was opened quickly, and the muscle/bone tissues were removed,
making the spinal cord segment in the injured area visible. A sample of
≈1 cm long spinal cord tissue containing the damaged area was taken
and quickly placed in 10% formalin solution (Tekkim). For the dehydra-
tion process, the SC tissues were kept at 60 °C in the increasing ethanol
(Sigma-Aldrich) series (from 70% to 100%); Subsequently, transparency
was applied with two xylene (Tekkim) exchanges and the tissues were left
at room temperature for 1 h. Then the tissue samples were embedded in
paraffin (Tekkim) blocks, sectioned into 5 μm slices in the longitudinal di-
rection and stained with H&E (Bio-Optica) for general histological exami-
nations. In addition, collagen accumulations in the tissues were evaluated
by Masson’s trichrome staining (abcam).

Longitudinal SC sections from SD rats were IHC (immunohisto-
chemistry) fluorescent stained using the following primary antibodies
to detect axons (mouse 𝛽-III-tubulin, abcam, 1:500 dilution), neuro-
filaments (chicken Neurofilament 200 kD, abcam, 1:1000 dilution),
astrocytes (mouse glial fibrillary acidic protein-GFAP, abcam, 1:100
dilution), microglia (mouse Iba1, abcam, 1:100 dilution), myelin basic
proteins (mouse MBP, abcam, 1:200 dilution), nerve growth associated
proteins (rabbit GAP-43, abcam, 1:400 dilution), macrophages (mouse
CD68, abcam, 1:400 dilution), Schwann cells (rabbit S-100 beta, abcam,
1:400 dilution), oligodendrocytes (rabbit oligodendrocyte, abcam, 1:1000
dilution), motor neurons (mouse calcitonin gene related peptide-CGRP,
abcam, 1:500 dilution). For IHC fluorescence staining, the SC sections on
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PLL-coated slides were incubated at 60 °C for 45 min. After incubation of
the SC sections in toluene solution (Tekkim) for 30 min., they were kept
in decreasing ethanol series (100%, 96%, 80%, 70%) for 2 min. After
washing steps two times with distilled water, the sections were washed
with 0.1% Triton-X/PBS for 2 × 5 min. They were boiled in citrate buffer
(10 mM, pH:6, Sigma-Aldrich) to perform antigen retrieval procedure for
primary antibodies using a microwave oven (600 Watt) for 3 × 5 min. After
washing steps two times with 0.1% Triton-X/PBS, 100 microliters of block-
ing solution (containing; 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton-X and 10% goat serum in
PBS) were added to the SC sections. After 1 h of incubation (at RT) in the
humidity chamber, the relevant primary antibodies were added on the SC
sections and they were incubated overnight at +4 °C. The next day, suit-
able secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 goat-anti-mouse, Alexa Fluor
594 goat-anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 594 goat-anti-chicken, Invitrogen, 1:500
dilution) were added on the SC sections and kept in the dark conditions in
a humidity chamber for 1 h. After three 0.1% Triton-X/PBS washing steps,
the SC sections were stained with DAPI blue dye (Molecular Probes) and
covered with coverslip using FluorSave Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). All the
prepared SC tissue samples were imaged using a laser scanning confocal
microscope (LSCM, Zeiss LSM 780) with 20× objective.

Western Blotting: For this purpose, SD rats under normal mainte-
nance conditions were sacrificed for each experimental group at the
end of the 5th and 10th weeks from implantation as described in the
related section, the SC tissue sample containing only the injury site
(T9-T10 region) was taken and quickly dissected on ice. The SC tissue
segment was degraded in RIPA buffer (RIPA Lysis and Extraction Buffer,
Thermo Fisher) containing proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Halt Protease
& Phosphatase Inhibitor, Thermo Fisher) for 2 h on ice. Then, the lysates
were centrifuged (12.000 rpm, +4 °C) for 30 min., and the supernatants
were collected. Protein concentrations in the samples were measured in
a spectrophotometer using the BCA assay (Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit,
Thermo Fisher) and the concentrations were standardized for each group.
The samples were subjected to SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(Thermo Fisher) and the separated proteins were transferred to a nitrocel-
lulose membrane (Thermo Fisher). Then, the membranes were blocked
with TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 and 5% BSA for 1 h. Primary anti-
bodies (rabbit anti-GFAP 1:1000 dilution-abcam, mouse anti-𝛽-III-tubulin
1:1000 dilution-abcam, rabbit anti-beta tubulin 1:1000 dilution-abcam
control) were added and the samples were kept at +4 °C for 5 h. After TBS
washing step, suitable HRP conjugated secondary antibodies (anti-mouse
1:1000 dilution-abcam, anti-rabbit 1:1000 dilution-abcam) were added
and the samples were incubated for 2 h. An ECL kit (Bio-Rad) was used
to enhance chemiluminescence assay. The bands were visualized using
an imaging system (Thermo Fisher) and the optical density of each
band was calculated by using Image J software. Statistical analysis was
performed by using SPSS Statistics 22 software and One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA-Tukey post-hoc analysis) was performed to determine
inter-group differences (p < 0.05). n = 3, Data were represented as
mean ± SD.

Statistical Analysis: All the experiments were carried out in triplicate
and statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 22 software.
One Way-ANOVA (Tukey post-hoc analysis) with the p-value of ˂ 0.05 was
used to determine the statistical significance between study groups. n =
3, Data were represented as mean ± SD.
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